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an Exclusive Report on GMP and organised crime

Manchester is the Mecca of Britain’s 21st century vice trade. The reason for this is
simple: the police force in Greater Manchester no longer bothers to enforce the law.
Six years after the mysterious death of former Chief Constable Michael Todd, Greater
Manchester Police (GMP) remains shrouded by sleaze.
“Mike Todd was GMP’s Chief Liability, and his legacy of corruption still stinks to
this day,” said Richard Carvath. “A bent copper boss turned the force into a farce.”
The influence of organised criminals over the police is a matter of grave concern.
The rot really began to set in when Mike Todd left his Assistant Commissioner post at
the Met to take over as the Chief Constable of GMP in 2002. Six years later Todd
was dead and the public began to learn the truth.

Michael Todd
Todd’s womanising had long been notorious in police circles, but it was only after his
untimely death in 2008 that his promiscuity was officially investigated in an inquiry
led by Sir Paul Scott-Lee (then the Chief Constable of West Midlands Police).
“If they were to remake the 1970s sex-farce films today, scriptwriters for ‘Confessions
of a Copper’ could find all their inspiration in the life of Mike Todd,” said Richard
Carvath. “The man simply couldn’t keep his trousers on.”
However when the man in question’s a Chief Constable, it’s no laughing matter.
“Mike Todd was supposed to be running a police force – not a knocking shop. Todd’s
vices infected the whole culture of GMP, filtering down from him to all ranks, and
worse, the criminal vice trade was able to establish itself right inside the force,” said
Richard Carvath. “Todd was a dishonourable rogue who should never have been
Chief Constable of GMP.”
Sir Paul’s official report documented Todd’s liaisons with dozens of women in his six
years as the GMP boss, including women inside and outside the force.
“Sir Paul’s team was unaware that investigative journalists had already looked into
Mike Todd’s contacts back in 2005, three years before Todd’s death. Information was
uncovered which was not available to Sir Paul in 2008,” said Richard Carvath.

“Journalists discovered Todd’s contact with a major organised crime gang which
ran, and still runs, illegal brothels in Manchester, as well as Todd’s appetite for
pornography and 18-year-old girls. For his family’s sake, I will never disclose full
details of Mike Todd’s activities. Suffice it to say that I’ve seen the secret dossier and
it’s pretty shocking. As Chief Constable, Mike Todd was wide open to blackmail.”
Manchester’s brothels multiplied and thrived on Mike Todd’s watch.
All brothels are illegal under the Sexual Offences Act 2003, and keeping a brothel is a
serious criminal offence punishable by up to seven years in prison. Despite this, in
Manchester the police operate a policy of not enforcing the law.
“It’s been going on since Todd came to town,” said Richard Carvath, “and the truth
was slowly drawn out of the police in letters and emails over the last three years.”
Greater Manchester Police disclosed a written statement of brothel policy in 2013
following a Freedom of Information request submitted by Richard Carvath.
“It can be summarised as ‘We turn a blind eye to brothels’,” said Richard Carvath,
“and this non-enforcement policy is a self-evident fact given that so many illegal
brothels continue to trade, quite openly, year after year. The best example of this
policy in action is the long-running saga of Sandy’s Superstars.”
The Sandy’s Superstars gang is notorious for running the most high-profile brothels in
Britain. The gang openly boasts its ‘parlours’ are the best in the country on its website
– which features dozens of prostitutes – and the Sandy’s brothels have hit the national
headlines several times in recent years.
Four years ago, in February 2010, the Daily Mail referred to Sandy’s as “a wellknown Manchester brothel” in an article about the drugs-and-vice scandal which
engulfed the brother of Chancellor George Osborne.
The Sandy’s Superstars gang opened its second Manchester brothel in Northenden in
2003, shortly after Mike Todd came to Manchester. The brothel is still trading to this
day, as is the gang’s other brothel in Prestwich.
“The main brothel-keepers of Sandy’s Prestwich are Sandy and Mark Hankin, and the
main brothel-keeper of Sandy’s Northenden is Adrian Burch,” said Richard Carvath.
“The police know this and it’s also common knowledge.”
The local community first reported the Sandy’s brothel in Northenden to the police
shortly after it opened in 2003. The police publicly promised to close the brothel at a
community meeting reported by local press in 2003, but over ten years later the
community is still waiting for the police to act.
The same police officer that promised to enforce the law left GMP several years later
to become the boss of a private security firm with known links to the Sandy’s gang.

Partners in crime
Therein lies the full extent of the problem. It’s not just that the police have a policy of
turning a blind eye, but also that they actively work with ‘partners’ all of whom serve

the interests of brothel-keepers and the vice trade.
“GMP’s partner agencies and vice policy advisors are all in favour of brothels,” said
Richard Carvath, “so it’s hardly surprising that the police are too.”
GMP’s circle of partners includes Manchester Action on Street Health (MASH), the
Lesbian & Gay Foundation (LGF) and the Professional Witnesses Group (PWG).
MASH seeks the legalisation of brothels, the PWG private security firm runs a
mysterious network of ‘self-policing’ brothel-keepers, and Manchester pimps
regularly take advantage of free condoms and lubricants given out by the LGF.
“Pro-prostitution champion Rosie Campbell exerts a considerable influence over
GMP and the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO),” said Richard Carvath,
“and needless to say, she ain’t pushing them to enforce the law.”
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‘Harm reduction’ mythology
Of course, the police and their partners have an argument for why the brothels should
be left untouched. They claim that the non-enforcement of the law is a pragmatic
‘harm reduction’ policy.
“Harm reduction thinking claims that brothels are safer for prostitutes than the
street,” said Richard Carvath, “but it’s a lie of the brothel-keepers.”
And the irony of the policy is exposed by the fact that most Manchester brothels
refuse to take in street prostitutes.
“The Sandy’s Superstars gang would never take prostitutes off the street because to
do so might jeopardise its ‘No Drugs’ reputation,” said Richard Carvath, “and also
because punters wouldn’t pay very much to go with them.”

“The gangsters are only interested in evading the law and making as much money as
possible from the women they control. Brothels are not safe houses or hospitals, but
rather are dangerous places full of exploitation and the constant threat of violence.”
Why should prostitutes be prioritised over everybody else in society, and is it really in
the best interests of any woman for her to be assisted in maintaining a lifestyle of
prostitution?
“Common sense tells us that harm reduction doesn’t work,” said Richard Carvath.
Brothels do not provide a safe refuge from the street. Women are just as vulnerable in
either location. Could it be that the real beneficiaries of the police’s ‘harm reduction’
policy are the criminals running the brothels?

Imagine you are a victim of burglary. You report the crime to the police, and they say, “We actually
know the location and identity of the criminals responsible for burgling your home. And what’s more,
right now, as we speak, the gang is out committing even more burglaries. However, we need you to
gather a petition from your neighbours, begging us to enforce the law against the criminals that we
know burgled you, before we can even think of taking any action. The life of a burglar is difficult and
dangerous and it’s our priority to reduce the harm experienced by burglars. Thanks for reporting your
burglary to us, and please be assured that we will continue to monitor burglaries in your area, and
that we take all reports of burglary very seriously.”

Victims of vice
Vice has many victims. Running a brothel is not a victimless crime. The impact of
prostitution is felt throughout society, and it’s not just those directly involved that
suffer. Punters and prostitutes interact with everybody else in society – in particular
our children – and so it’s not hard to see how trouble spreads. People pass on their
disease to others and burden other people with their problems. The toleration of
prostitution has consequences for all of us.
“A young wife wrote to me to say that her husband visited Sandy’s Superstars. She
was devastated. She couldn’t understand what possessed him to go with prostitutes.
The adultery led to divorce,” said Richard Carvath, “and she is just one of many
victims of vice.”
Prostitution always has been and always will be a dirty business, full of misery and
danger. The vice trade is fundamentally evil and we all suffer the consequences.
Many prostitutes go to an early grave precisely because their lifestyle is deadly.
Prostitution can’t ever be harmless or safe. The only effective way to reduce the harm
of prostitution is to minimise the number of participants in the vice trade, for their
sake and for society’s sake.
The first way to minimise participation in the vice trade is to foster a culture in society
which helps and encourages us all to see sex as something special, something which
shouldn’t be bought and sold. Lifelong monogamy in marriage, that faithful union of
a man and a woman, is the ideal standard which should be honoured by all.

The second way to minimise the vice trade is to suppress the evil by the force of law.
If an evil and harmful activity is against the law, and if that law is enforced rigorously,
and if the consequences of breaking the law are strong enough to serve as a deterrent,
then people will be deterred from participating in the vice trade.
“The society which encourages good behaviour and discourages bad behaviour will
thrive and prosper,” said Richard Carvath. “It would be best of all if it were
completely illegal to buy or sell sex in Britain, and though that ideal isn’t currently
the reality, we do have some good laws regarding prostitution. The law which says
all brothels are illegal is a very good law indeed. Of course, for the law to function
properly, it must be enforced. A law which is never enforced is of no use at all.”

Pretending to police
Although it’s proven the police aren’t working it doesn’t stop them pretending.
In early February 2014 a Manchester website ran an organised crime story in which
the recent remarks of GMP’s South Manchester divisional commander were quoted.
Speaking about Sandy’s Northenden, Chief Superintendent Rob Potts said: “Greater
Manchester Police are aware of the premises in question and we would take all
reports of community concerns seriously. … I would like to remind those who do
have any concerns about such premises to contact their local police station.”
“Do the police think the public are stupid?” said Richard Carvath. “The public know
the police have done nothing about Sandy’s for over ten years. For the police to
continue to claim they take community concerns seriously beggars belief.”
The prolonged failure of the police to enforce the law also means that the law-abiding
public lives in fear of criminals left free to scoff at the law and intimidate the
community with impunity.
“The idea that brothel-keepers are fun-loving nice guys is a myth,” said Richard
Carvath, “and their criminal activities often extend beyond prostitution.”
Vice trade criminals are often mixed up in other forms of organised crime – from
supplying illegal drugs and guns to protection racketeering and human trafficking,
handling stolen goods, fraud and money laundering.
“Brothel-keepers are serious, organised criminals,” said Richard Carvath, “and they
have no qualms about using any means necessary to silence opposition.”

Who polices the police?
With the police serving the vice trade, law-abiding citizens don’t stand a chance.
This fact was underlined twice in 2013. An internal investigation by GMP’s
Professional Standards Branch found no fault with GMP for not enforcing the law in
regard of Sandy’s Superstars. The findings of the police’s internal investigation were

then appealed to the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) which also
found nothing wrong with a police force which deliberately doesn’t do its duty.
“You couldn’t make it up,” said Richard Carvath, “but the police seriously expect the
public to go along with a status quo in which we all know the police deliberately
ignore organised crime. It’s sad but not surprising that a corrupt force’s own
internal investigation ended with a whitewash, but its subsequent endorsement by the
IPCC was utterly perverse. Who polices the police? Not the IPCC, that’s for sure.”

Institutionally corrupt
The fundamental purpose of a police force is to enforce the law. A police force which
wilfully fails to enforce the law clearly isn’t fit for purpose.
“Greater Manchester Police is institutionally corrupt,” said Richard Carvath.
“The force abandoned its duty to enforce the law properly many years ago.”
Discipline and integrity are essential if a military or law enforcement organisation is to
function properly. Mike Todd stained the reputation of a police force which was once
held in high esteem.
“Taxpayers want bobbies on the beat, not bobbies on the bed,” said Richard Carvath.
“It’s unsurprising that police officers who spend their time bed-hopping and taking
favours from the vice trade are failing to enforce the law.”
Mike Todd lived in bondage to lust. Lust was his master and lust was his downfall.
“Since Mike Todd couldn’t keep control of himself, who was really controlling GMP
on his watch?” said Richard Carvath.
Who indeed? And as for the police force that’s never been the same since Todd
turned up, when will the spell of vice be broken?
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Sandy’s Superstars illegal brothel in Northenden, South Manchester

Video surveillance 2012: a man enters the Sandy’s brothel
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Video surveillance 2012: a driver after visiting Sandy’s in Prestwich
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Video surveillance 2012: a driver after visiting Sandy’s in Prestwich
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Hindsford House, Professional Witnesses Group HQ

Video surveillance 2012: a PWG van parked near Sandy’s in Northenden
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Pimp’s phone box near Piccadilly red light district, LGF freebies on the floor
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Video surveillance 2012: a woman leaves Sandy’s Northenden at closing time
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Contempt for the law: vice trade defiance in Salford, near Manchester

Contempt for the law: yet another GMP car drives past the Sandy’s brothel
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Video surveillance 2012: a man leaves Sandy’s in Prestwich

Investigative journalist Richard Carvath
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